
DIGITAL CAMERA PREP CHECKLIST
Production Title:
Camera Rental Company:

PROJECT SPECS
CAMERA MODEL:

LENSES:

SHOOTING FORMAT:

ASPECT RATIO:

AUDIO 
A-BOX
TIMECODE SYNC
ON-BOARD MIC
MOS

RIGS
Tripod
Handheld
Steadicam
Remote head

CAMERA BUILD
19mm Bridgeplate
For Easy-rig, Top handle extention?
EVF? Smart side // Dumb side // Center

LENSES
Zoom Control
Iris control

TRANSPORTATION
Camera Cart

Car (Sedan)
Car (SUV)
Van
Truck

Liftgate
Ramp
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DIGITAL CAMERA PREP CHECKLIST
Production Title:
Camera Rental Company:

AT THE START OF THE PREP
Take pictures of all the cases before taking anything out
Charge all batteries (Gold mounts, Hand unit batts, Monitor batts, etc)

SPREADER
Runners slide smoothly and lock in all positions
Tripod points fit into spreader receptactles

TRIPODS - BABY & STANDARD
Legs slide smoothly and lock in all positions
Top casting accomodates the head base (Flat or bowl)

HIGH HAT OR LOW HAT
Mounted on Smooth flat piece of wood or other suitable material
Top casting accomodates the head base (Flat or Bowl)

FLUID HEAD
Base fits top casting of tripod and locks securely (Mitchell flat base or bowl shape)
Pan and tilt movement is smooth at all tension settings
Tension adjustments for pan or tilt engage and do not slip
Pan and tilt locks securely at all settings
Eyepiece leveler attaches to head securely
Head contains a mounting bracket for the front box

DUTCH HEAD
Easily mounted to main fluid head.
Tilt movement is smooth at all tension settings.
Tension adjustments for tilt engage securely and do not slip. 
Tilt locks securely at all settings.

GEAR HEAD
Base fits tripod top casting and locks securely. (All gear heads should have a Mitchell flat base)
Camera lock down screw fits into camera body, adapter plate or sliding base plate.
Pan and tilt movement is smooth at all speed settings. Pan and tilt locks securely at all settings.
Gears shift smoothly.
Tilt plate operates smoothly and locks securely in all positions. (Only on gear heads with built in tilt plate.)
Eyepiece leveler attaches to head securely
Head contains a mounting bracket for the front box.
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SLIDING BASE PLATE
Mounts securely onto head and adapter plate mounts securely onto camera
Slides smoothlly and locks in all positions
Long enough to balance the largest lenses on the order

CAMERA BODY
Fits securely on head or adapter plate
Interior and exterior is clean and free of dirt and dust
Lens port opening is clean
On-off switch functions properly

D-box doesn't kickout under stress

CAMERA SETTINGS (Alexa)
SYSTEM - Factory Reset
Project FPS
SDI output FPS
Shutter Angle
TC Settings - FREERUN and REGEN
RECORDING - Codec, Resolution, Audio recording (Enable, Ch1/2 control - Manual)
MONITORING - EFV/MON (Overlays, Framelines, Center mark - Small dot, Electronic Horizon)
MONITORING - SDI (Overlays, Framelines, Center mark - Small dot, Status components - Lens data, SDI 2 - clone)
MONITORING - Framelines (Delete presets, load the correct framelines)
SYSTEM - Power (BAT in warning 12.5V), Lens mount settings (Imperial), System Time/Date (UTC-5)
USER BUTTONS
VF1: SDI Check Log C
VF2: Mon Waveform
User 1: SDI: exposure tool
User 2: ND increase
User 3: ND decrease
Electronic control system - Match radio channel to the Hand unit 

LOAD LUTS

BATTERIES & CABLES
Have enough batteries for all cameras and accessories
Obtain extra batteries if shooting in cold weather
Obtain proper chargers for all batteries being used
Obtain a hot-swap solution
Obtain a Sharkfin
Check the AC power cable
Obtain a block battery (VCLX)
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ON-BOARD MONITOR
Mount a quick-release plate between noga arm and camera top handle
Mount the monitor on a noga arm.
Check to have enough slack on power and bnc cable
Obtain spare cables and connectors
Obtain Hoodman

WIRELESS VIDEO
Mount the transmitter on the camera body. Make usre it's out of the way and secured properly.
Pair all the recievers
Check for overheating

FOCUS MONITOR STATION
Build the focus station
Set the monitor user buttons (ZOOM, H/V flip, Max Brightness)
Check the station in different configurations (on a stand / handheld)
Check for power "kickout" under stress
Obtain Hoodman 

HANDHELD MONITOR
Mount the reciever to the monitor
Obtain lightweight batteries for the monitor and reciever.
Check for power "kickout" under stress
Obtain Hoodman 

LENSES
All lenses seat properly in camera body
Front and rear glass elements are clean and free from scratches
Iris operates smoothly
Focus gear threads properly
On zoom lenses the zoom motor operates smoothly
Matte box fits securely around all lenses
Support rods are proper size for the lens being used
Label the lens case with focal lengths, T-stops, Close Focus 

WIRELESS FOCUS
Obtain enough motors
Securely mount the motors
Make sure the motor gears are long enought for the entire focusing range
Set Handunit settings (Brightness, Pre-marked ring, Motor Torque and direction)
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ALL LENSES - CHECK FOCUS / MAP LENSES
Mount lens to camera
Open Iris to its widest setting
Place a focus chart at a specific distance as marked on the lens
Focus chart to your eye
Check that measured distance matches the eye focus distance
Check each lens at various distances including closest focusing point and infinity
When checking a zoom lens, set it to its most telephoto focal length for checking focus

Zoom lens holds focus throughout the zoom range
MAP the lenses to the wireless follow focus system

HARDLINE FOLLOW FOCUS
Check that the follow focus mounts securely to support rods or camera body
Engage follow focus gear to lens gear
Check that it operates smoothly with each lens
Have correct focusing gears for zooms and primes
Check all accessories to be sure that they fit and operate smoothly - Focus whip, speed crank, right hand extension, 
marking disks, etc.

POWER ZOOM CONTROL & MOTOR
Check that zoom motor is mounted securely to lens
Connect zoom control and moto to check that they function properly
Check all power cables to be sure that they are in working order

MATTE BOX
Mounts properly and securely to support rods or lens
Does not vignette with wide angle lenses
Containts the proper adapter rings or rubber donut for each lens
Filter trays are the correct size and slide in and out smoothly
Rotating filter rings operate smoothly and lock securely in position
Swing away matte box operates smoothly
Eyebrow or shade mounts securely and can be adjusted easily
Hard mattes mount securely and are the correct size for each lens

FILTERS
All filters are correct size for mattebox and lens shades being used
All filters are clean and free from scratches
Rotating polarizer operates smoothly
Filter set containts an optical flat (Clear filter)
Geared filter trays operate smoothly
When using more than one camera, have enough filters for all cameras
Check graduated filters for hard or soft edge
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HANDHELD ACCESSORIES
Obtain proper accessories: Left/Right hand grips, Shoulder pad, Lightweight mattebox, mini follow focus, lightweight 
batteries.
Mount all accessories and check for proper fit and comfort
Check hand grips Start/stop switch to be sure that it functions properly
Make sure the easyrig can support the weight of the camera
Obtain Easy-rig accessories - Kong-frog clamp, eye-hook bolt, Top handle extension

MEDIA
Record on every card
Mount every card via laptop and check the footage
Pre-format the cards in camera
Obtain an extra card reader

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
Rain covers are available and fit properly for all lens configurations
Coffin Case
Create Mag tags
When using multiple cameras - Change the frameline colors per camera (A - Red, B - Blue, C - Yellow)
Obtain D-tap spliutter
Obtain extra D-tap cables


